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Abstract

Despite the emerging importance of Virtual Reality and immersive interaction research, no papers on application of 3D shape retrieval to this topic have been presented in recent 3D Object Retrieval workshops. In this paper, we discuss how geometric processing and geometric shape retrieval methods could be extremely useful to implement effective natural interaction systems for 3D immersive virtual environments. In particular, we will discuss how the reduction of complex gesture recognition tasks to simple geometric retrieval ones could be useful to solve open issues in gestural interaction. Algorithms for robust point description in trajectories data with learning of inter-subject invariant features could, for example, solve relevant issues of direct manipulation algorithms, and 3D object retrieval methods could be used as well to build dictionaries and implement guidance systems to maximize usability of natural gestural interfaces.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Interaction Techniques

1. Introduction

One of the emerging fields where geometry-based 3D shape retrieval methods will be fundamental for the development of real-world applications is certainly Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). The availability of a variety of sensors capturing dynamic 3D shape and tracking software able to record body part trajectories (Microsoft Kinect, LeapMotion, Intel Realsense) enables the realization of several types of gesture-based interaction that are particularly interesting for all the emerging Virtual Reality applications exploiting cheap Head Mounted Displays (HMD).

Indeed, existing software finding and tracking body parts in depth sequences are based on shape analysis and retrieval of shapes from training sets matching labelled examples, or other kinds of classification or regression schemes. Static hand gestures are often recognized through retrieval of models given acquired color, silhouette or depth data. Hand and full body pose is successfully obtained even from single depth views with approaches involving matching of acquired data with simulated depth patterns with known poses [SSK+13, KKK+13]. Software for 3D interaction based on these methods obtained a relevant success for gaming and is tested in heterogeneous applications in different fields (medicine, education, cultural heritage, etc.). Methods based on time sequence processing algorithms (e.g., Markov models,...) and multimodal input have been applied in several experiments and compared in specific contests [CWS+15, EGB+13]. Gestures are recognized usually from time evolution of keypoint positions, orientation of shapes, etc. The effort of geometry processing community for improving the quality of gesture tracking is relevant, as shown by examples like the use of 3D descriptors like shape context to analyze 2D+t tracking patterns [GME08] or the recent advances in finger tracking methods based on Iterative Closest Points, see for example [TST+15]. Many low cost tracking systems can now provide through specialized APIs tracking sequences for body or hand keypoint in 3D and allow the development of gesture detectors. The use of pre-processed sensor makes the development of higher level interaction paradigms easier and probably more effective. In fact, as underlined in [Bow13], control problems in 3D interfaces are often hardware specific and require adaptation to the input devices and to the application environment.

Despite the good performances of Computer Vision tools for body and hand pose recognition and tracking, the quality of the user experience in many 3D gestural interaction methods is still poor and there is room for relevant improvements. Take as an example the research on gesture-based manipulation: even if a large number of methods have been proposed in the literature, most demo systems do not provide easy to use interfaces and the possibility of reaching a high level of precision. This is due to the inaccuracy in tracking, occlusions, difficulty in segmentation of different gestural primitives, and other annoying problems. However, possible improvements creating a better user experience are not necessarily related to a better tracking of body landmarks, but can be obtained through a smart global processing of 3D keypoints trajectories. Our claim is that a relevant role in the solution of open issues...
in 3D gestural interaction can be played by the geometry processing community, as many interaction problems could be solved by mapping them on simple geometrical problems and applying strategies typically used by researchers in basic 3D shape retrieval algorithms. Several methods have been recently presented for characterizing salient points and for global shape description, with invariance properties and robustness against various kinds of perturbation. Methods with similar characteristics, but adapted to the different kind of shape data provided by tracking devices could be, in principle, applied for the solution of open issues in gestural interaction.

An example of smart application of simple geometric processing to realize effective interaction comes from 2D touchscreen interaction, where many gesture recognition applications are not based on complex time series analysis, but on the reduction of the problem to a simple template matching of 2D shapes. The popular 1-dollar recognizer [WWL07] and similar derived methods (also proposed for 3D interaction, e.g. [KR10]), decoupling and normalizing geometrical information from dynamic data and solving Nearest-Neighbor matching problems are a clear demonstration of the usefulness of this simplification. This may seem to indicate that in this case the dynamic information may be neglected without losing the meaningful part of the signal.

3D gestural interaction is clearly more challenging, but we think that, at least for some practical interaction tasks briefly described in the following sections, a smart use of geometric tools could in our opinion be used to solve open issues. Participants to the EG Workshop on 3D Object Retrieval could be extremely interested to be involved in the related research.

2. Open issues in mid-air virtual manipulation

In order to clarify our ideas, we first present three open issues in a particular 3D gestural interaction type we are currently investigating, e.g. 3D manipulation. Our goal is to propose and test novel gestural paradigms based on hands and fingers tracking, possibly robust against inaccuracy of the tracker performances. Many problems related to an effective interaction of this kind, involving selection of objects, grabbing, translation, rotation and possibly scaling, could be, in our opinion, solved with the tools developed in the geometry processing domain and we plan to investigate this approach in the future. In the following we briefly discuss some of these problems, like detection of gesture start and end, accuracy in manipulation, smart dimensionality reduction allowing a more effective interaction.

2.1. Detection of gesture start and end

Gestural interaction is particular successful on 2D touchscreens where it is easy to determine the beginning and the end of the gesture by using the contact between fingers and display surface. In 3D deviceless interaction, the beginning of a gesture must be automatically detected from the gesture itself. The use of pattern recognition tools may allow a robust recognition of a gesture learned after the gesture realization, that may be ok for a sign language interpreter, but not for a manipulation tool that should give visual feedback within a reasonable time. A possible trick to solve this issue typically applied in interface is to use a second hand or a vocal interface, or the recognition of a coded gesture to tell the system that the gesture is starting or it is finished. Furthermore, in a manipulation interaction gesture start involves also the “grabbing” of the object of interest and gesture end involves also its release. This means that the algorithm should localize with a sufficient accuracy the position of the grab and, more difficult, the desired location of the object release. Especially the last task requires, in our opinion, both a smart geometrical representation of the hand/finger trajectories, possibly invariant to users’ gestures realization and a smart learning procedure in order to characterize the key actions and the corresponding desired object position.

It is a really challenging task, but the ideas that could be applied to find a reasonable solution may be the same applied in classical robust point matching and landmark location. Keypoint trajectories could be simplified and normalized, mappings between trajectories could be encoded as functions, evolution of connected point could be treated as a surface. And, in the same way learning approaches are used to find discriminative keypoints for specialized recognition tasks on 3D meshes [CPA13], it is possible to think that on geometric encoding of hand trajectories, keypoints able to have a user-independent recognition of gesture limits could be learned through the collection of example data. The collection of users’ tracking data obtained in specifically designed tests to learn gestural features is often applied in HCI research, for example in gesture elicitation experiments [NDL+09, AWB+12], and, with the same approach we could learn how users behave when doing “naturally” simple gestures like grabbing, translating and rotating a virtual object. Registering example gestures and decoupling 3D trajectories and velocity patterns it would be possible to find specific and invariant keypoints to identify beginning and end of gestures.

2.2. Localization of gestures

Another big problem is related to the accuracy of gestures, that in manipulation tasks is particularly important. Also in this case geometry processing and learning can surely be used to increase the precision of the mapping between the real gesture and the virtual world.

The accuracy of object positioning in manipulation is limited by the lack in accuracy of tracking and the possible occlusions of keypoints. However, this problem could be mitigated by the redundancy of the data, and all the research on robust descriptors or partial retrieval can surely help in finding ad hoc solutions for the task. Approaches for partial shape retrieval, like Bag of Words [Lav12, WFB+14] could be, for example, applied to select only the partial information correctly describing the gesture and captured by the device/tracking library used. Furthermore, learning from example, using regression techniques, the relationships between keypoint positions and desired manipulation position could help in improving the accuracy of the gesture localization. Another problem in this particular case is the delay in visual feedback, as the detection of the release gesture requires a backwards analysis and if the grabbed object is moved together with the hand, there is a discrepancy between the expected manipulated object position and the visualized position in the virtual representation.
2.3. Smart dimensionality reduction

As pointed out in [Bow13], a weakness of mid-air 3D interaction is related to the lack of constraints when a lower dimensional gesture is actually performed. Think about a rotation: if want to rotate an object “naturally”, we would actually performing a 1D gesture (or a 2D gesture on a plane), ideally assuming that the rotation axis is fixed. But this would require another gesture to be used to identify rotation axis or using bimanual gestures that are not very “natural”. A smart solution in this case could be an automatic detection of the rotation axis from tracking data and a subsequent smart constraint of the gesture space. Geometric reasoning could help also in this case to find an optimal solution.

3. Interface design

Besides the challenges that gesture tracking devices pose in supporting manipulation interactions in a robust way, 3D shape retrieval may support designers in selecting gestures for triggering commands and actions in applications. In contrast to their 2D counterpart, 3D gestures do not have a well-established vocabulary for supporting similar interactions across different applications, such as e.g. the swipe or the pinch for zoom on touchscreens. Different taxonomies for interactive gestures have been defined in the literature (see for example [Kmc05]), but most of them describe how gestures are performed, without a real consensus on the interaction semantics. Considering the technical difficulties in building robust gesture recognizers, designers often strive in defining gesture vocabularies. On the one hand, gestures should be selected in order to support the user’s task through a “natural” movement, i.e. replicating the interaction with real world objects. On the other hand, gestures should be recognizable using the target apparatus, and they should be also clearly distinguishable from each other. This trade-off limits the usability of natural user interfaces (NUI) [Nor10].

3.1. Vocabulary definition

In many applications, designers define gestures that require the user to move one or more limbs on a given trajectory. In this case, representing gestures as 3D shapes provides advantages during the vocabulary definition process. Designers may visually understand, through the help of geometry processing tools, how similar two or more gestures are. In addition, shape retrieval may be used for supporting them in searching for a distinguishable shape, similar to one proposed by the designer, in order to minimize the trade-off between intuitiveness and separation. Finally, shape retrieval would be good also for promoting a shared set of gestures for similar functionalities in different applications.

How to effectively represent gestures as shapes, considering intra and inter user variability is still an open research question. If we limit the scope to 2D strokes, Leiva et al. [LMP15] recently considered the Sigma Lognormal model for complex handwritten trajectories [PAYL93], which represent gestures as series of primitives (circular arcs) connecting a sequence of target points. The function describing the velocity of each primitive contains a set of parameters modelling the variability of their neuromuscular execution. The temporal overlap of the primitives produces the movement trajectory. Through such model, it was possible to accurately generate instances for training a gesture classifier, starting from a single example. An equivalent representation for 3D gesture shapes, which includes kinematic models for generating variations from a single or a few samples would lower the cost of producing robust classifiers. It would help also in retrieving gesture definitions by shape, useful while selecting the gesture vocabulary, and it would enable more robust gestural queries for retrieving 3D shapes.

3.2. Guidance

In NUIs, gestures should be self-revealing in order to be easily discovered by users while interacting with the application. Unfortunately, technical difficulties force designer in selecting less intuitive gestures and, on the contrary, most of the times the interaction is designed maximizing the recognition rate. Therefore, a guidance system for discovering which commands are available and how to trigger them is very helpful for users. Delamare et al. [DCN15] provide a categorization of the different aspects that may be covered by such guidance systems. Since gestures have a perceivable duration in time if compared to e.g. mouse clicks or key typing, the application should react to user’s movement while performing the gesture, and not only at the end. In particular, it is important to represent the completed gesture portion, but also the expected completions of the movement, which may be more than one. In HCI jargon, the former representation is called the feedback, while the latter is called feedforward [VLvdH13].

An interesting point we would like to discuss here is the similarity between this guidance process and the 3D shape retrieval: during the gesture performance the system interprets a partial input for selecting a subset of candidates for the final recognition. The partial input may be considered as a query, while the candidate gestures are the retrieved shapes. We see such parallelism also in the visual guidance representation. For instance, Octopocus [BM08] and the 3D pipe guidance [DCN15], both represent the gesture trajectories as lines that change their visual properties similarly to the auto-completion functionality in web search engines: the partial trajectory (the typed characters) is depicted with a solid line (a darker colour), while the list of possible completion traces (queries) is represented with dashed or thinner lines (a lighter text colour). Such guidance systems already focus on simple geometric properties of the trajectory for matching it with the available gestures in a naive way. More advanced geometry processing and shape retrieval techniques would provide a powerful tool for designing and implementing gesturing interfaces. On the other hand, they would hopefully provide a robust technique for matching partial and complete gestures trajectories. On the other hand, their representation would provide a powerful tool for accessing gesture segments, allowing the definition of user interface reactions to partial recognition. The latter is a key feature for gesture representation, since many usability flaws in gestural interactions are due to a lack of feedback or feedforward, with the consequent impossibility for the user to understand which actions are supported.

4. Discussion

We believe that the smart use of geometry processing, and, in particular, geometry-based shape retrieval techniques will be fundamental in order to develop 3D natural interaction system, so that
this is definitely a topic of interest for the 3D Object Retrieval Workshop community. However, if we consider the programs of the the 3DOR workshops (including Eurographics Shape Retrieval Contest (SHREC) tracks) papers, even if many applicable papers have been presented on various topics (see figure 1, no papers on gesture-related 3D retrieval have been presented. One reason for this can be the limited interaction between the communities of HCI and geometry processing, another one the lack of test datasets that can be used by researchers not directly involved in interaction research to apply their methods on this specific application. We wrote this paper specifically to invite HCI and geometry processing communities to contribute more to this exciting research area.

We just discussed a few research directions of our community to increase their collaboration in order to solve the many challenging problems related to natural interaction in immersive virtual reality. We just discussed a few research directions of our interest to demonstrate our point, but, of course, there are many other relevant applications of geometry processing to gesture analysis, for example related to 4D characterization and joint analysis of gestures and shapes. For the proposed research directions, we plan to acquire and distribute labelled datasets to stimulate further work in the community and, possibly, to organize future SHREC contests based on them.
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